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We are aware of the fact that carbon dioxide emission into air is leading to global warming that has
become a major issue for many governments all over the globe. Therefore, now various preventive
steps are being taken quickly to safeguard our future by avoiding this destructive carbon emission
from factories into air. All companies are now taking initiative in reducing the carbon emissions from
their plants. A special committee is formed for this purpose, which is also having legislative rights
and came up with a special act on reducing the pollution from the factory. It is named as the Carbon
Reduction Committee.

Many companies worldwide are now working hard in reducing the carbon levels; however, it is not
possible to completely eliminate the carbon dioxide from the plants, but it can offset the strategies to
reduce them, as we cannot turn off the machinery to avoid CO2 emissions. Effective measures
should be taken to provide control over carbon spilling from plants on regular basis by taking
reasonable actions. As we know, some emissions are unavoidable and thus we should take steps
carefully to reduce other wastage and slowly offset the total level of emissions.

Carbon neutral â€“ A balancing Equilibrium for carbon reduction

Our daily activities like car driving, plane journey, use of air conditioners and others uses energy
and leaves carbon dioxide into atmosphere, which automatically becomes a factor for climatic
change. Offsetting the emissions is not exactly the cure for reducing carbon in atmosphere.
However, it could be an effective way to neutralize and reduce the emission levels. Based upon
their emissions in the atmosphere every year, a score will be allotted for every company and then
they are placed into a chart called performance league table.

Many global firms have initially taken this step voluntarily, although later on the government has
made it a mandatory rule for all companies. Therefore, every company obey the rules and
regulations in controlling the pollution from their factories and they are also being charged for an
amount of carbon they cast out. The charge is collected for every ton they diffuse from factories.
Hence, neutralizing the carbon into environment not only helps in reducing global effect, but it also
helps individual companies to increase their revenue every year from now on. Itâ€™s our responsibility
to protect our globe from the affects of heating and act accordingly to achieve success in this fight
against green house effect.
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